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Executive Summary
The Trans Mountain Pipeline Expansion Project (TMEP) was announced in May 2012
and approved four and one half years later in December 2016. Much work has been
done but the most costly and substantive pieces still lie in the future. A successful court
challenge in 2018 resulted in a new set of work being commissioned by the National
Energy Board that is underway.
Many are rightly asking: Will the pipeline expansion ever be finished? A fair question.
For the moment, we can only wait and see.
This document has been been independently prepared to provide a compendium of
fact-based information to assist the public during a period of robust discussion on
TMEP in general and the subject of marine risk in particular. It may not contain all the
answers, but the authors have done their best. At least it can be a starting point on
which to have a meaningful discussion on the risk posed by increased marine tanker
traffic with the expansion of TMEP and energy exports from Canada’s west coast.
•
In 2018, we published the Citizen’s Guide to Tanker Safety and Spill Response. This subsequent work is
dedicated to providing some clues as to why Canada would expose itself in the first place to the safety and
risk questions of twinning the longstanding Trans Mountain pipeline. If it is decided that we are prepared
to tackle the risks, what are the rewards? After all, there is no shortage of communications material
dedicated to amplifying, at times extravagantly, the risks of industrial activity.
By ensuring that citizens can have access to the complete fact set, initiatives like the Citizen’s Guide series
can go a long ways to bringing together a larger middle ground conversation.
It turns out that, on close inspection, there are quite a few rewards from the TMEP project. This document
brings the main economic arguments together into one place:
●
●
●

Canadians need to realize that much of the "glue" of equalization funds that flow across Canada
comes from Alberta and it comes directly from the oil and gas business.
We don’t have enough pipeline capacity to ship our oil to world markets, and are thus forced to
sell it below market rates to refineries in the U.S.
With or without the expansion, oil sands dilbit will get to market, and if it is not completed we
risk higher gasoline prices, lost tax revenue, lost business opportunities and lost jobs.
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●

●
●
●
●
●

●

The world is going to use more and more oil over the next two decades whether we ship it or not,
and if we choose "not," then that oil will come from countries that don't have our high
environmental and regulatory standards and carbon emissions rules.
Every day without the pipeline expansion in service costs Canada $30 - $40 million.
The pipeline will create 37,000 permanent new jobs once complete.
Crude oil exports pay for our social services, such as the $5.7 billion into B.C. government coffers
in new tax and royalty revenue that will flow during the expansion’s first 20 years.
We have a responsibility to get every possible penny from non-renewable resources to support
social services and our transition away from fossil fuels.
The project is in the national interest because it confers on Canada, an all Canadians, the ability to
enjoy continuing and enhanced prosperity in a highly competitive world. For one province to
block the economic security of another is not the Canadian way and it not what Confederation is
all about.
Inter-provincial quarrelling about the pipeline expansion is threatening our ability as a nation to
meet our targets under the Pan-Canadian Framework on Clean Growth and Climate Change.
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Role of Resource Works
This publication is the latest in a growing collection of topical papers from Resource Works. Resource
Works is a not-for-profit group supported by volunteers that communicates with British Columbians
about the importance of the province's resource sectors to their personal well-being. It demonstrates how
responsible development of British Columbia's resources creates jobs and incomes throughout the
province, both directly and indirectly, while maintaining a clean and healthy environment.
And Resource Works explores the long-term economic future of British Columbia as a place that depends
on the responsible development, extraction and transportation of the province's resources. Since its
founding in 2014, Resource Works has published numerous expert reports examining a range of issues.

About the Authors
Don Hauka
Don Hauka is a communications professional and former journalist who spent nearly 20 years covering
politics at all levels of government for the Province n
 ewspaper. A student of B.C. history, his non-fiction
book, McGowan’s War: The Birth of Modern British Columbia on the Fraser River Gold Fields, was
published by New Star Books in 2003. He has also collaborated with his former newspaper colleague
Salim Jiwa to produce two books on the Air India tragedy. A novelist, screenwriter and playwright, he
currently works with non-profit organizations concerned with housing, First Nations reconciliation and
heritage as well as technological innovation.

Stewart Muir (project editor)
Stewart Muir is Executive Director of Resource Works. He is a historian and award-winning journalist
with a passion for the natural legacies of British Columbia. He was a deputy managing editor and business
editor at The Vancouver Sun, and a divisional managing director with The Canadian Press. He served as
editor and lead writer of The Night the City Became a Stadium: Independent Review of the 2011
Vancouver Stanley Cup Playoffs Riot that submitted 53 recommendations to government, all of which
were accepted. A graduate of Simon Fraser University and the University of British Columbia, he was a
director of The Nature Trust of British Columbia from 2006 until 2014. He studied economic botany and
the long-term consequences of deforestation and climate change at Leiden University in The Netherlands.
Muir, whose great-grandfather was master of the Daunt Rock lightship outside of Cork harbour in
Ireland, was a contributing author to The Sea Among Us: Life and History of The Strait of Georgia, an
award-winning 2015 book from Harbour Publishing edited by Richard Beamish and Sandy McFarlane.
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Economic Impacts of Pipeline Expansion
Ten points to consider when evaluating Project benefits
There are a lot of reasons why a new pipeline project has been described as necessary to
our shared prosperity as a country, and there is a mass of numbers to prove it. It's easy
to get lost in the intricacies of benefits analyses, federal transfer payments and
commodity price forecasts. But the bottom line is, expanding our pipeline capacity will
help Canadians pay the bills, pave the way to the green economy and allow us to get a
better price for a precious natural resource product. To appreciate the reward side of
risk-reward analysis for the Trans Mountain Expansion Project (TMEP), here are some
of the considerations foremost in the minds of decision makers.
1. Climate leadership?
An increasing number of people in the world want to have the same lifestyle as Canadians. The problem
with this is that our lifestyle makes us among the world’s highest generators of per capita emissions. Our
top selling vehicles are trucks and SUVs and three quarters of commuters head off to work by themselves
in their vehicle each day. If this behaviour is an indicator of our concern for the environment then the
following charts should give us serious cause for concern.

Rather than increasing our fuel consumption while trying to demonstrate global leadership in climate
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change by keeping Canada’s oil resources in the ground, wouldn’t we be better off using the revenue that
oil generates to fund the research and advance the public policies required to wean ourselves off of it?
Constraining Canadian oil exports at this stage will not reduce carbon emissions. If Canada vacates its
place in the market it would immediately be assumed by one or more of the 27 other countries who
produce oil. The oil they supply won’t be superior in any respect to Canadian oil, it will simply allow
them to gain an economic advantage at Canada’s expense and make Canada less able to confront the
threat of climate change.

2. Significance of Canada’s primary sectors has been downplayed
As the second largest country in the world, Canada has vast natural resources and primary sectors of the
economy such as oil and gas and mining have helped it become one of the world’s leading economies.
Those who claim that the oil and gas sectors make up a tiny fraction of Canada’s overall economy and
provide comparatively few jobs either don’t understand industry GDP statistics, or they don’t understand
how national economies work.
Considering only the direct impact of oil and gas on Canada’s GDP overlooks the demand for goods and
services generated by the sector. For example, in 2014, total capital spending in the oil and gas sector was
over $80 billion. This was spent on equipment and machinery, cement and lumber, environmental
technology, engineering services, camps and catering, parts supply, corporate services, legal services,
information and communications technologies, road, rail and air transportation, among others. This
generates thousands of contracts for construction, manufacturing and services companies and jobs that
pay 125% of the wages earned by similarly skilled workers in other sectors. This is not confined to oil
producing regions of the country either. Between 2007 and 2014 the demand for construction workers in
the three western provinces resulted in building trades union halls being cleared out right across the
country. Dozens of new flights had to be planned to get them to and from worksites and new hotels and
work camps had to be constructed to house and feed them. To this day, over 700 BC companies supply
goods and services to the oil and gas supply chain, and; over 30,000 BC workers commute to high-paying
oil and gas jobs in Alberta and Saskatchewan. These BC businesses and BC workers earn revenue outside
of the province, but they pay income and sales taxes here in BC and this represents hundreds of millions
of dollars in tax revenue for the BC government and the BC economy.
The portrayal of Canada’s primary sectors as lacking in sustainability or innovation is also false. No other
sector spends more on research and development or does a better job of coordinating research and
development investment. The fact is that oil and gas and mining are a comparatively high margin sector
where companies of every size routinely make significant investments in research and development and
this has driven global advances in technologies that have broad environmental applications, such as
sustainable water treatment technologies and air quality monitoring. When you think of Big Data,
wireless sensor networks, data analytics, artificial intelligence, next-generation cybersecurity, you might
not immediately think of primary sectors like oil and gas and mining - but they are among the largest
consumers of these leading edge technologies and this drives the development of new innovation. This
kind of innovation has enabled the industry to reduce oil sands greenhouse gas emissions per barrel by
31% since 1990 and while resource development opponents would have you believe that Alberta’s oil
generates many times more emissions than other types of crude oil, the reality is that today the average oil
sands emissions per barrel are only 9% greater than the average barrel of oil refined in North America.
We should be proud of this success and take encouragement from the fact that industry executives
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indicate that exciting new technologies are emerging that will reduce production-associated emissions
even further.
Another benefit provided by high-margin primary industries is their contribution to Canada’s social
sustainability. On average, people who work in oil and gas and mining earn 125% of the Canadian average
for people in similar vocations working elsewhere. This empowers them to pay off their student loans,
purchase a home and raise a family. Because they earn more they also they pay more taxes than their
counterparts in other sectors and they spread this wealth around by spending their money on local goods
and services, thereby creating additional employment in areas like tourism.
As noted economist and commodities guru Patricia Mohr says, the trade figures speak for themselves.
According to national trade data for 2016, net exports of crude oil alone created a trade surplus of $33.1
billion for Canada. This makes oil by far the biggest money-generating commodity we export. Nothing else
comes close, with metals and minerals a distant second. That oil money helps Canada as Mohr, formerly
of Scotiabank, reminds her audiences. You can check out Mohr's presentation and check her statistics
here.

2. Economic and environmental benefits
TMEP represents a $7.4 billion major project that will provide direct employment for 9000 BC
tradespeople over the four-year construction period, and; indirect employment for thousands more who
work for local companies who will supply goods and services to the project.
By increasing Canada’s capacity to get resources to market producers are expected to increase revenues
by $73.5 billion over 20 years, and; governments are expected to generate $46.7 billion in additional
taxes.
Given the debate over TMEP it seems counterintuitive that the TMEP could present environmental
benefits. However, the fact is that it will result in vastly improved risk mitigation systems and provide
billions of dollars for new research and development aimed at preventing and mitigating the impacts of
climate change.
The additional $73.5 billion in revenue that is expected to be generated by oil companies will allow them
to continue spending billions of dollars on research and development associated with reducing their
greenhouse gas emissions. Economist Patricia Mohr is on the Board of Emissions Reduction Alberta
(ERA), with a mandate to "identify and accelerate innovative solutions that secure Alberta’s success in a
lower carbon economy." (source: "Emissions Reduction Alberta 2017 Annual Report"). The ERA has to
date funded 122 projects worth $327 million that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions by eight million
tonnes by 2020. The bulk of their funding comes from the Climate Change and Emissions Management
Fund, set up by the Alberta government to tax industries that exceed the province's greenhouse gas
emissions reduction targets. Since 2007, about $740 million has been paid into the fund, much of it by oil
producers.
●

The additional $46.7 billion in revenue that is expected to be generated by government can be
used to reduce the massive tax burden associated with climate change. For example, the 2018
Federal Budget released on February 27 details billions of dollars in commitments, including:
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●

●

●

●

Investing $3.2 billion over the next five years in Canadian science and research, including $2.8
billion for new federal research centres, to bring together government scientists from across
departments and fields to look into climate change, ocean protection and health and other issues.
There's also $1.3 billion set aside for equipment and technology for university-based researchers.
Improvements to the Pan-Canadian Framework on Clean Growth and Climate Change, a $5.7
billion commitment over 12 years, including $2 billion for the Low Carbon Economy Fund to
combat climate change.
Maintaining the Low Carbon Economy Leadership Fund, a $1.4 billion investment in projects that
generate clean growth and reduce greenhouse gas emissions while creating jobs for Canadians,
which includes $162 million for B.C. to support projects including the reforestation of public
forests.
Tax breaks for businesses to encourage investment in clean energy generation and to promote the
use of energy efficient equipment, measures worth $123 million over the next five years.

The choice is stark: expand the tax base and reap the financial rewards offered by TMEP and pave the way
to the green economy, or; risk losing $46.7 billion in government revenues and all the potential good it
could do.

3. Indigenous benefits
The company has stated its intention to maximize employment opportunities for Aboriginal Peoples and
they have established a funding program to contribute to education and training initiatives focusing on
transferable construction and related skills that allow for employment in various work environments.
Benefits will also flow to Aboriginal-owned and First Nations-owned businesses through the company’s
Aboriginal; Procurement Policy.
Trans Mountain’s Community Benefits Program is committed to investing in communities that may be
impacted by construction along the pipeline route. Through many conversations and engaging with
communities, we’ve determined priority areas of investment such as community programs and
infrastructure improvements, environmental stewardship, as well as education and training.
Along with the economic benefits provided by land access agreements and annual property tax payments
throughout the lifetime of the pipeline, communities will also see financial contributions. These
investments could help fund anything from improvements to local emergency management to
enhancement of trails and parks, infrastructure improvements or support for local educational and
training programs.

5. Responsibly produced crude oil finds its place in global energy growth story
Whether or not Canada expands its participation in global oil trading, the global demand for crude oil is
going to continue to grow. The world is going to use more and more oil over the next two decades whether
we ship it or not, and if we choose "not," then that oil will come from countries that don't have our high
environmental and regulatory standards and carbon emissions rules. And the countries that are expected
to increase their oil exports the most are Asia-Pacific nations like China and India – countries that can
only buy Canadian crude if TMEP is built.
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The Paris-based International Energy Agency's (IEA) Annual Energy Outlook 2017 forecasts total energy
production will increase by more than 20 per cent from 2016 through 2040, led by increases in
renewables, natural gas and crude oil production. The increased demand for crude oil is being driven by
surface transport, aviation, petrochemicals and shipping. Emerging economies also play a role. The IEA
outlook estimates Asia's combined crude oil import needs will rise by 9 million barrels a day to around 30
million barrels a day by 2040, with strong growth in China, Southeast Asia and India. Asia's share of
global crude oil imports rises from 50 per cent today to more than two-thirds by 2040.
Those are exactly the markets Canadian crude oil exports could reach once TMEP is built. Those countries
will get their oil elsewhere if we don't ship it to them, says Claus Thornberg of Cenovus Energy:
"Preventing pipelines from being built in Canada will not reduce global oil demand but it will prevent
Canadians from receiving the benefits of supplying oil to fill that growing demand," said Thornberg,
Cenovus Vice-President of Transportation.
“And it will mean customers around the world won’t have access to Canadian oil that is produced with
stringent safety and environmental laws – including those that address climate change – and a rigorous
regulatory system.”
Cenovus Energy is one of the anchor (or primary) shippers for TMEP and has signed a long-term contract
to move its products through the expanded pipeline. Thornberg says TMEP would open up a whole new
world of possibilities for his and other companies, including California, the U.S. West Coast and Asia,
where demand for heavy oil is strong and pricing is likely to be higher over the long term. The opportunity
for Canada to supply those markets with crude oil produced under strict environmental standards is
enormous.
"With the world’s third-largest oil resource, among the strictest and most transparent regulations of any
oil-producing country, and now some of the globe's toughest carbon regulations, Canada has the
opportunity to become a preferred supplier of responsibly produced oil to the world," he says.

7. Canada’s equalization system depends on sufficient revenues from resources
It's in the Canadian constitution. Subsection 36(2) of the Constitution Act, 1982 states that "Parliament
and the government of Canada are committed to the principle of making Equalization payments to ensure
that provincial governments have sufficient revenues to provide reasonably comparable levels of public
services at reasonably comparable levels of taxation." It's how less prosperous provinces like Nova Scotia,
Quebec and even Ontario help pay for the basic health care, social assistance and other services we expect
to receive as Canadians from coast to coast to coast. Basically, provinces that are doing well (or better than
the rest of Canada) contribute more to federal funds than those who are struggling. It's the fiscal glue that
keeps Confederation together: the principle that those who are doing better can afford to help their
less-fortunate fellow citizens.
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Canadians need to realize that much of the "glue" of equalization funds that flow across Canada comes
from Alberta and it comes directly from the oil and gas business. How much? Alberta contributes $22
billion per year more to Ottawa than it receives in return, even after the effects of the oil downturn and the
recession. That's $5,148 per person, compared to B.C.'s $886 per capita. By comparison, Quebec will
receive $23.7 billion through major transfers, or some $2,809 per capita. Where would Canada be as a
nation without the revenue from crude oil and the lift it gives to Albertans' annual income, even in tough
times? Consider how much more of a lift it will be when TMEP gets built and Alberta and B.C. will be able
to contribute even more to the federal transfers that keep this partnership called Canada together.

8. Basic fairness says provinces should help each other with market access
"If I had influence over the minds of the people of Canada, any power over their intellect, I would leave
them this legacy: Whatever you do, adhere to the Union. We are a great country, and shall become one
of the greatest in the universe if we preserve it; we shall sink into insignificance and adversity if we
suffer it to be broken.”
Prime Minister Sir John A. MacDonald
Canada has always been a partnership, each province bringing its strengths to the whole to create
something greater. Tacit in this partnership has been the freedom for provinces to move their goods and
natural resources across the country for overseas export. Sir John A. MacDonald recognized this at the
very founding of our nation: that Canada had to stick together or else fall apart in the face of adversity.
But the Canadian union is being strained by a seemingly endless debate and inter-provincial quarrelling
over expanded pipeline capacity. Instead of following MacDonald's principle of adhering to the union (or
simple economic common sense), the controversy over TMEP has B.C. and Alberta engaged in an
Citizen’s Guide to Economic Impacts of Pipeline Expansion in British Columbia
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escalating trade war. Barrels of oil are pitted against bottles of wine. Meanwhile, the federal government,
which has the clear jurisdiction over interprovincial trade and projects like TMEP, is being criticized by
some as not being as forceful as it could in defending a project which is of crucial importance to Canada's
energy sector and overall economic well-being.
Given the threat posed to our economy by the unpredictable and protectionist U.S. administration under
President Donald Trump, Canadians cannot afford to be fighting each other at this time. And there's
another big reason why we should end our inter-provincial quarrelling: it's threatening our ability as a
nation to meet our targets under the Pan-Canadian Framework on Clean Growth and Climate Change. In
a recent interview with the National Observer, Prime Minister Justin Trudeau said B.C. Premier John
Horgan's opposition to the TMEP is jeopardizing Canada's national climate change plan.
"John Horgan is actually trying to scuttle our national plan on fighting climate change. By blocking the
Kinder Morgan pipeline, he's putting at risk the entire national climate change plan, because Alberta will
not be able to stay on if the Kinder Morgan pipeline doesn't go through. And you will get politicians who
are picking and choosing parts of the national plan they don't like, and if we don't continue to stand
strongly in the national interest, the things that people don't like within the agreement – which is always
filled with compromises – are going to mean that there is no agreement and there is no capacity to reach
our climate targets," Trudeau said.
The Prime Minister went on to state that if TMEP doesn't proceed "Alberta will withdraw its support for
the national plan on climate change. We will not have them fighting to reach their carbon targets, and we
will not then have them as partners in reaching our Paris targets."
Canada was built on compromise. It's what defines us as a nation. Approving and building TMEP would
be in the finest tradition of this quintessential Canadian characteristic. Let's not let getting hot under the
collar over TMEP blow the lid off our climate change targets.

9. Use of rail to move crude oil raises a couple of issues
One of the main reasons for building TMEP is so Canadians can get better value for their crude oil
exports. A key part of that equation is reducing the need to ship oil to market by rail. Producers pay
roughly $10–12/bbl to move their product south by pipeline to refineries on the U.S. Gulf Coast. The cost
of a train ticket for crude is twice as much at $20/bbl or more to make the same trip by rail car. The cost
of shipping has to be discounted, meaning less money earned on every barrel shipped by rail. That's
money out of the pockets of Canadians. As well, the transportation of oil by pipeline produces far less
GHG emissions.
But because of opposition to pipeline capacity expansion and delays in starting construction on TMEP, the
amount of crude being shipped by rail is on the rise. Railways have been increasing their oil transport
capacity. CN Rail, Canada's largest railway, has tank cars that can handle about 600 barrels of bitumen.
So approximately ten, 150-car trains per day could handle the equivalent amount of bitumen to be
shipped via TMEP. But getting our oil to market this way raises safety concerns: significantly increased
shipments increases the possibility of accidents. There would also be other impacts like constant rail
movement through communities. All the while, Canadians would be losing $10-$12/bbl that could have
gone back into our economy.
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Bottom line? Scrapping TMEP won't keep Alberta's oil in the ground. It will still get to market, but the
benefits to Canadians will be fewer and the risks of spills will increase.

10. Economic arguments provide clues to the meaning of “national interest”
Maybe the biggest reason for proceeding with TMEP is that everyone wins. Canadians, British
Columbians, Albertans and First Nations will all share in the benefits that will flow from the project. Just
count the ways...
Canadians win by:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Receiving an additional $21.6 billion in federal revenues to pay for services they need
Gaining a much improved British Columbia maritime spill response regime that will benefit all
tanker shipping, not just one specific project’s
Getting a better price and more value for their crude oil (and upsetting Donald Trump, bigly)
More funding for research and development to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and transition to
the green economy
Giving the Pan-Canadian Framework on Clean Growth and Climate Change a chance to succeed
by keeping Alberta actively engaged in emission reductions
Getting more value for every barrel of oil that doesn't have to be shipped by rail
Taking a significant step forward in assuring our future as a major energy exporter

British Columbians win by:
●
●
●

Receiving an additional $5.7 billion in provincial revenues
Having 9,250 jobs created, many of them in rural communities
Getting $888 million pumped into the B.C. economy
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●

Receiving $2.5 billion in additional spending over the first 20 years of operations coming into the
Port of Vancouver thanks to increased tanker traffic

As well, the 41 Aboriginal communities along the TMEP corridor from Alberta to Vancouver Island who
have signed Mutual Benefit Agreements will also receive significant benefits, including pipeline
construction education and jobs training, skills enhancement, business opportunities and improved
community services and infrastructure.
The other big winner? Confederation. Building TMEP will prove that the spirit of compromise that is at
the heart of the Canadian partnership is alive, that our governments can work together to solve difficult
issues and resolve them in the national interest for the benefit of all.

What’s the way to process contradictory information?
It seems like there is a cottage industry these days for a very small number of academics, economists and
politicians to pretend that fundamental truths about the Canadian resource economy are simply a matter
of opinion.
While everyone is entitled to their view and we are very fortunate to live in a country where views can be
freely shared, when it comes down to fundamental facts, the public is entitled to know what they are
getting straight information.
That's especially the case when publicly funded academics are using their taxpayer-funded roles to create
fear by disseminating claims that have already been dismissed by authorities for the simple reason that
they are not credible. (Case in point being t his recent article by SFU professor Tom Gunton, which makes
numerous spurious claims seemingly based on the unifying idea that governments, economists, investors,
regulators and business executives are all thoroughly incompetent, or worse.)
Misstatements of fact are worth looking at more closely, since they come with the authorization of one of
British Columbia's largest municipalities, the City of Burnaby, when it comes to the contentious twinning
of the Trans Mountain Pipeline.
Myths like those being perpetuated by Burnaby have serious negative consequences for Canadian
prosperity, including residents of Burnaby itself. A video can be seen on Youtube featuring the original
statements from Robyn Allan for the City of Burnaby:
Let's take a look at the most glaring errors being related in that video with a particular focus on six of
them.

1. “Trans Mountain is not in the national interest.”
We call this one "false."
In a November 30, 2016 press release, Prime Minister Justin Trudeau states:
We have made this decision (to approve Trans Mountain) because we are convinced it is safe for
BC, and it is the right one for Canada. It is a major win for Canadian workers, Canadian
families, and the Canadian economy.
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Canadian constitutional law establishes that the federal government has jurisdiction over interprovincial
infrastructure such as railways, canals, hydro lines and pipelines. Federal jurisdiction is also granted on
seacoasts, navigation, shipping, trade and commerce.
Paragraph 92(10)(c) of the Constitution Act, 1867 establishes federal government primacy over provincial
jurisdiction on infrastructure "declared by the Parliament of Canada to be for the general Advantage of
Canada."
Robyn Allan is not a representative of the federal government nor does she have any recognized expertise
in Canadian constitutional law. She asserts that the Trans Mountain project does not advance Canada’s
economic interests, nor does it facilitate Canada’s climate change commitments (presumably under 2016
Paris Agreement) demonstrating ignorance about the legal parameters for what constitutes a declaration
of national interest. She has no legitimate basis for this claim.

2. “The Trudeau government promised the Trans Mountain project review would be redone.”
No, it didn't.
The Prime Minister has never stated the Trans Mountain project review would be redone. Ms. Allan bases
this assertion on a YouTube video taken in Esquimalt (August 20, 2015) where a person asks Justin
Trudeau whether the proposed NEB overhaul applies to the Kinder Morgan project. He replied:
“Yes, yes. It applies to existing projects, existing pipelines as well...because we’re going to
change the government and that p
 rocess has to be redone.”
The federal Liberal campaign commitments on pipeline project reform explicitly applied to process
changes for increased consultation as part of their environmental platform. This stated,
We will immediately review Canada’s environmental assessment processes and introduce new,
fair processes that will:
●

●
●
●

restore robust oversight and thorough environmental assessments of areas under
federal jurisdiction, while also working with provinces and territories to avoid
duplication;
ensure that decisions are based on science, facts, and evidence, and serve the public’s
interest;
provide ways for Canadians to express their views and opportunities for experts to
meaningfully participate; and
require project advocates to choose the best technologies available to reduce
environmental impacts.

We will modernize the National Energy Board (NEB), ensuring that its composition reflects
regional views and has sufficient expertise in fields like environmental science, community
development, and Indigenous traditional knowledge.
On January 29, 2016 the Government of Canada announced Interim Principles for major pipeline
projects. The interim criteria specifically established for the Trans Mountain project only necessitated
additional consultations (including Indigenous engagement) and a Ministerial panel to make a
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recommendation about the project to the federal government. Under these conditions, the project
received federal approval in November 2016.

3. “There was a lack of opportunity for (impacted) citizen engagement.”
False again.
Section 55.2 of the National Energy Board Act requires the NEB to decide whether applicants who seek to
participate in a hearing are “directly affected” by the project proposal or whether they have “relevant
information or expertise.” The Act establishes that the Board must hear from those who are directly
affected and may hear from those who have relevant information or expertise.
The Board received 2,118 applications to participate in the TMX hearing. The three-member Panel, acting
on behalf of the Board, ruled that of those, 78% of the applicants would be granted the opportunity to
participate in April 2014:
●
●
●

400 requested and were granted intervenor status
798 requested and were granted commenter status
452 requested intervenor status and were granted commenter status

35 Indigenous groups and individuals delivered Oral Traditional Evidence over 20 days in 5 locations
from August 2014 to January 2015.
According to the May 2016 National Energy Board Project Report since 2012, Kinder Morgan reported
there were tens of thousands of exchanges about the Trans Mountain project with stakeholders through
face-to-face meetings, presentations, public forums, technical meetings, community meetings, social
media sites, community investment events, emails, telephone calls, letters, advertisements and website
postings.
This included:
●

●
●
●

Providing 159 open houses or workshops along the pipeline and marine corridors, including
topics focused on routing, emergency management, economic benefits, regional environmental
and socio-economic assessment (ESA) and terminal information;
Organizing more than 1,700 meetings between Project team members and stakeholder groups;
Responding to approximately 550 phone inquiries and 1,500 emails received from the public; and
Providing responses to approximately 950 media inquiries and giving 430 media interviews.

In addition, the 2016 Ministerial Panel Report noted that under additional consultation requirements the
panel attracted 35,259 questionnaire responses and 20,154 email submissions, and conducted 44
meetings in 11 cities with almost 2,500 participants.

4. “The National Energy Board cannot be trusted; it is an industry-captured regulator that does
not make decisions in the public interest.”
Everyone's entitled to their opinions, and in this case Ms. Allan is simply sharing the perspective of a vocal
opponent of the NEB who is willing that make unsubstantiated claims. But as far as facts go, those are
nowhere to be seen in the claim that the NEB's authority violates the basic principles of natural justice
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and procedural fairness and does not duly consider the Canadian public interest. She has never cited case
law or legal precedent to support these statements.
Specific to the Trans Mountain process, the NEB has withstood a succession of court challenges; all but
one was not granted leave to appeal by the Federal Court of Appeal or the Supreme Court of Canada. In
September 2016, the Supreme Court of Canada dismissed a North Vancouver First Nation’s challenge
(Tsleil-Waututh Nation v Canada (National Energy Board) , 2016 FCA 219). One of the challenges did
result in a court ruling that caused the NEB to undertake a reconsideration process that, in February
2019, is still underway.
During the NEB Trans Mountain hearing, Ms. Allan (and others) filed a motion requesting the Hearing
Panel amend the Hearing Order for the Application to include a phase for the oral cross-examination of
witnesses. The Hearing Panel denied these motions in a single ruling, stating
“In the Board’s view, the legislation makes it clear that the Board is master of its own procedure
and can establish its own procedures for each public hearing with regard to the conduct of
hearings. This includes the authority to determine for a particular public hearing the manner in
which evidence will be received and tested. In the circumstances of this hearing, where there are
400 intervenors and much of the information is technical in nature, the Board has determined
that it is appropriate to test the evidence through written processes. All written evidence
submitted will be subject to written questioning by up to 400 parties, and the Board.”
Natural justice is defined as the rule against bias and the right to a fair hearing. Procedural fairness
requires a fair and proper procedure be used when making a decision. The Trans Mountain Hearing Panel
remained in scope with its legislative mandate under the NEB Act and thus adhered to both procedural
fairness and natural justice.

5. “Trans Mountain Pipeline Expansion is not a pipeline twinning but an entirely new project.”
This statement is misleading. Ms. Allen represents the additional infrastructure (tank farms, terminal
development, etc.) required in Burnaby to support the increased pipeline capacity as new development
and thus a new project. The project map clearly establishes that the project itself is a pipeline twinning.
Ms. Allan also comments that the original Trans Mountain project did not submit environmental impact
assessments and would not have been approved under modern regulatory review, given the level of
impact on the community, an interesting position considering her maligning of the NEB’s regulatory
review process. She also ignores the needs assessment that would have been part of the project proposal
(“…just because it (the pipeline) exists doesn’t justify the irrational logic that it (the expansion) should be
acceptable”).

6. That Kinder Morgan’s investment in this project doesn’t benefit Canadians.
Natural Resources Canada has provided publicly available information that the Trans Mountain Project
creates significant economic benefits for Canada. These include:
●
●
●

15,000 new jobs during construction.
440 permanent jobs per year during operation.
$4.5 billion in federal and provincial government revenues to re-invest in priorities like hospitals,
roads and clean energy initiatives.
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●
●

Over $300 million to Indigenous groups because of mutual benefit agreements they have signed
with the proponent.
Strategic access to new global markets unlocks the true value of Canada’s natural resources.

Financial advisors across Canada are urging their customers to add stocks such as Kinder Morgan for the
simple fact that oil pipelines are the economic mainstay of the nation, producing reliable dividends over
many decades. Canada's crude oil exports are often referred to as the thing that lets Canada "pay the rent"
as a country, because they deliver to the country overall the strongest trade surplus of anything we export.

What's the takeaway?
Over the short term, getting correct information into circulation is a role that any person can take on for
themselves. Over the longer term, Resource Works urges those with divergent views to develop better
methods of communicating with each other before, during and after projects are implemented.
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